
NO CODING - DRAG AND DROP INTERFACE FOR SMART DEVELOPERS

Configurable Cloud Integration Platform

Fully Configurable
Fully configurable REST API Endpoint. Support for 
JSON, XML, oAuth 2/1, basic (username/password), 
API key

Connect APIs together
Designed for generic, API connection, set   
dynamic URL, POST, PUT, GET, PATCH, DELETE. 

Bidirectional
Two way connectivity between capable systems, ftp 
and web-service locations. Push, pull, get, post, import 
and send data to / from multiple sources. 

Real time triggers
Need live updates? Reachware® can provide live 
data syncs with near real time actions or       
schedule data sync times. (Real time or Batch)   

Connect API's
Use Reachware® as the glue to join multiple APIs 
together. Connect API's, set functions,                  
orchestrate data and connect multiple endpoints 

with the Reachware® advanced API endpoint 
connector.

Custom data endpoints
Customize your data. Need additional data fields to 
sync your systems to? Or the endpoint you need to 

connect data with is not available. Reachware® 
provides a graphical interface to edit and configure 
your data layout.

Graphical interface for configuration
Build integrations with our easy to use graphical 
interface. Configure rather than code your cloud 
integration with our drag and drop mapping and data 
transformation engine.

Data formatting
Data conversion and formatting: Data comes in 
many formats, styles and can be structured 
differently depending on the system. By utilizing 
Reachware® developers can adjust data formats 
and change the data settings so that it can be 
accepted by the destination endpoint.

Multiple systems
Developers can the Reachware® graphical interface 
to connect to multiple applications. Use the same data 
action to update multiple systems at the same time.

Combine old with new
Combine hybrid integration methods including 
legacy systems, csv uploads, SOAP and Rest API 
methods

Create / Update / Delete
The Reachware® platform has the ability to 
“CREATE & UPDATE & DELETE” data.           
Reachware® can  CREATE a field when 
instructed (example create new customer). 
Reachware® can UPDATE when a change is 
made to field (example change of address). 
Reachware® can DELETE from one system 
to another if instructed.

Enterprise performance
Built for high volume and speed Reachware® has 
been built from the ground up to handle 
enterprise scale. Sub-second round trip data 
exchange depending on 3rd party system          
performance.

Data Orchestration
Reachware® is an advanced data orchestration 
platform that can provide event driven data logic 
between multiple applications

Mapping engine
Match data fields, control endpoints, edit data layouts, 
set functions. Ready made template maps available

Connect your API to
these connectionsor link these applications together.
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Live data integration platform for connecting multiple systems and APIs
Easily transform and map your systems together with our easy to use, no code required platform. Reachware® provides 
dynamic synchronized inventory, giving you the power to establish a secure link between platforms with a unique filter for 
data processing. Reachware  is an IPAAS system developed to help you join your data through cloud integration.

®

Meet Reachware 
Connect any available rest API. A platform for developers to connect data. The easiest, most secure and affordable               
integration system for your website, point of sale network, inventory, ERP, CMS, loyalty, email and finance systems.


